
Forensics
Audio enhancement and filtering are essential to law 
enforcement and private agency investigative work when 
audio evidence is involved. Whether the need is to eliminate 
interference to improve voice clarity or enhance background 
noises for better analysis, Sound Cleaner II is the perfect 
solution.

 Sound Cleaner II is a professional noise suppression and speech enhancement software solution that 
uniquely combines state-of-the-art filtering algorithms and speech enhancement tools in one product.
Each module can be easily activated and combined with others during the filtering process so that all 
changes made to the audio file can be reviewed and assessed on the fly. By rethinking the computation and, 
by reinventing our approach, we have created a new version of Sound Cleaner II that addresses all the unique 
challenges associated with uncontrolled recording.

When it comes to recording live location sound - you 
can never avoid all the things that drive your sound 
producer up the wall. Gale force winds, chanting 
protesters and construction noise can completely 
spoil an interview. But here’s the good news.
With Sound Cleaner II, location noise no longer 
matters. Sweep away the hisses and the drones 
and let your TV and radio audiences hear the real 
message. 
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What's new
Since its first release 15 years ago, Sound Cleaner
has grown in popularity across the international audio 
forensic community for its simplicity and effectiveness - 
even in the most challenging cases.

We are now pleased to announce the release of
Sound Cleaner II, the newest version of this AES award 
winning audio enhancement software. In addition to 
bringing Sound Cleaner II users new essential noise filters 
and other exciting features, almost every aspect of the 
program has been rethought and redesigned.
Get rid of cell phone pick-ups and DTMF dialing beeps with 
the cell phone filter and DTMF Suppressor.
Restore clipped audio with the Clip Restorer.
Novice audio analysts will enjoy Auto Filter, which fixes 
common noise types with one button.

Ideal sync of separately recordered reference and main 
channel is a must precondition for successful filtering.
Now this operation is done automatically by Sync function 
to provide users with the best results.
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Whether it’s crisp vinyl blues or ancient chants,
Sound Cleaner II gives you the power to treat your valuable 
recordings with surgical preciseness. Sound Cleaner II’s 
innovative algorithms deliver superior sound - minus all the hiss, 
crackle and buzz of old vinyl and tape recordings. Cut the noises 
loose and save the voices and melodies of the past.

Archiving and Restoration Studio Work
What is more sophisticated than studio recording? When you’re 
dealing with professional equipment, working with racks of 
hardware and mastering frequencies - there are no amateurs 
allowed. Whether you’re creating new sounds, building futuristic 
effects or just listening, the trouble comes knocking when you hit 
the “on” switch. Sound Cleaner II gets rid of unwanted hum so you 
can keep humming along to the good stuff.

•	 State of the art noise reduction algorithms
•	 4096-band EQ
•	 Simultaneous view of initial and processed signals
•	 On-the-fly adjustments and immediate results
•	 Built-in text editor with text linked to audio
•	 Automatic report generator
•	 Wide range of audio formats and codecs
•	 Extraction of audio from video
•	 Default presets for common cases and unlimited custom 

presets
•	 PC and Mac support
•	 VST 3 support

System Requirements
CPU: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo processor 2.66 GHz or higher
OS: MS Windows 7, Windows 8, Mac OS X
HDD: 16 GB available hard disk space
RAM: no less than 1 GB
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